8H Pillow Z1

pillowcase Evolon

1. Remove the
cushion from a
package.

2. Using unpacking chip,
cut a РЕ skin.

3. Remove the pillow from a
plastic bag.

Don`t wash

Before use
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4. Beat down the pillow on two 5. Put on Evolon pillow case.
sides to it resumed its original
shape.
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Cut vacuum package

Chemical cleaning Undesirable prolonged
exposure under the
recommended
sun

Using

• Please use extracting chip, cut the vacuum
pack bag and wait while pillow resumed its
original form;

• Natural latex is sensitive material, so do not
use much power to pull the pillow to avoid
damaging it;

• External material of the pillow made of hightech environmentally friendly materials that are
very sensitive, so you may not use sharp cutting
objects, as they may damage the pillow;

• Do not let children play with the zipper, which
located on the side of the pillow;

• After opening vacuum packaging, the presence
of wrinkles and irregularities are normal; 72 hours
after unpacking pillow, it will resume its normal
shape;
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pillowcase Evolon

• To produce 8H Z1 pillows was used high
quality pure natural latex, which can give off a
faint smell, reminiscent of incense (not toxic, no
harmful). We ask users who are allergic to latex,
use caution with this product;

6. To clean the pillow,
open the top cover
zipper

Cleaning

• Natural latex is easy to clean by hand. Do not
wash the pillow in a washing machine, as a result
natural latex can rapidly deteriorate;
• When hand washing as much as possible try
to compress the pillow so that it absorbed more
water. While removing it from the water, hold the
pillow with both hands;
• When dry, remove the pillow from direct sunlight
as this will lead to rapid aging and shorten life;
• Prevent any effect of sunlight on the pillow.
Since this will lead to the transformation of the
surface layers of latex to powder;
• Over a period of time natural latex can be
oxidized, its color will gradually become yellow,
this is normal.
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Introducing

Developing 8N Z1 pillow, we paid special attention to the quality of materials, health of users, the environment. We used high-tech, environmentally
friendly materials, and using an ergonomic, flexible, high-tech design for maximum user comfort. Enjoy consistent, high quality deep sleeping.
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Pillowcase: Evolon - protective material from ticks

Standard: GB / T22843-2009
National standard of light industry.

Zipper: invisible zipper

The main dimensions of pillows:
600h400h130mm / 1.3kh
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Product Features
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Protection from ticks

Comfortable support

Use of special pillowcase, made of special ticks
protective material from the German company Evolon.
No chemical coating, but the pillowcase effectively
prevents the penetration and spread of insects,
bacteria and other harmful organisms that can pass
through the fabric. So you can be sure that your sleep
will be safe and comfortable.

Natural latex is used as a filler of the pillow, has ultrahigh elasticity and firmness. It adjusts the position
of your head and neck and hold a form. Pillow
evenly distributes the force of pressure and provides
comfortable support, and do not deform after long
periods of use.

Environmentally safe material

Pillow filler is high quality natural Malaysian latex. The
presence of specific proteins in latex and prevents
the spread of bacteria, ticks and potential allergens,
thereby guaranteeing a good sleep.

Air circulation

Pillow has more than 10 000 small sot that leak air
and which release excess heat and humidity. This
is natural ventilation, which promotes a healthy and
deep sleeping.

Pillow filler: natural latex

Product Certificate

Name: 8N Z1 pillow;
Average customer rating: meets the requirements;
Address: Dzyansu province, Yangzhou;
Checking: (look on the package);
Standard sizes: 600h400h130mm;
Model: (look on the package);
Date of manufacture: (look on the package);
Standard: GB / T22843-2009.

Terms of warranty repair

Warranty
Warranty terms

Return within 7 days without good reason:
Within 7 days after signing the warranty card, in case of breakdowns, nonhuman factor, you can return the product to change it or take advantage of
warranty;
If the damage associated with the human factor affecting the secondary
sale of goods, damaged packaging, return the goods after 7 days after
purchase, without good reason, delivery (transportation) of goods held by
the buyer;
Within 7 working days of receipt of the goods that back, we return the
money for the goods according to current account.

- Warranty period has expired;
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- Damage caused by misuse, improper storage and maintenance;

- Damage arising under force majeure such as lightning, fire or flood;
- Pollution, damage or burning product during its use.
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Properly store delivery and receipt of invoice.
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List the specific circumstances under which we may charge a fee for
maintenance costs:

XIAOMI-MI.COM

